UNIT 4

Values, Ideas and Codes of Conduct

Values, Ideas and Codes of Conduct
Values expected in a Member of Parliament
Values, rights, responsibilities and opportunities for
citizens
Values, standards and systems in more recent times
Select only those questions which are relevant to students
in your current group
Several questions in Part B are similar to those in Part A
Activities vary from easy to difficult; some questions have right (or
wrong!) answers while others seek an open-ended response
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PICTURE 1

UNIT FOUR GALLERY
Some electorates for the Parliament of Victoria
What does the word ‘electorate’ mean?

If you vote in State elections, which electorate will you vote in?
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See also Unit Four questions A1, B1
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PICTURE 2

UNIT FOUR GALLERY
Victorian MPs elected in 2014

A Member of Parliament is elected by only some of the voters – but do MPs have a
responsibility to represent all people in their electorates equally?

See also Unit Four questions A2, B2
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PICTURE 3

UNIT FOUR GALLERY

Most MPs are also members of political parties…although
some are elected as Independents

Do you think that sometimes a Member of Parliament would find it challenging
to juggle ‘responsibility to the electorate’ with ‘responsibility to the party’?

PICTURE 4

See also Unit Four questions A3, B3

Voting: should it be compulsory?
Is voting a personal right but also a personal responsibility?

Does a voter place ticks or write numbers on a ballot paper?
In Victorian elections, is your vote ‘informal’ if you write only the figure 1
against one candidate?

See also Unit Four questions A4, B4
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PICTURE 5

UNIT FOUR GALLERY
Freedom of Information

Version No. 063
Freedom of Information Act 1982
No. 9859 of 1982
Version incorporating
amendments as at 3 August
2007
-----------“… to extend as far as possible
the right of the community to
access information…”
“… promptly and at the lowest
reasonable cost, the disclosure of
information…”
“…requests may be refused in
certain cases…”

How does FOI work in Victoria?
What is it?

See also Unit Four questions A5, B5
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PICTURE 6

UNIT FOUR GALLERY

Work at Parliament House is only part of the working day

2016 Sitting Dates

Tuesday
February
9
23
March
8
22
April
12
May
3
24
June
7
21
August
16
30
September 1

Wednesday
10
24
9
23
13
4
25
8
22
17
31

Thursday
11
25
10
24
14
5
26
9
23
18

13

14

15

11
25
November 8
22
December 6

12
26
9
23
7

13
27
10
24
8

October

MPs work long hours but not always at Parliament House. Where do they work
outside the chambers?

See also Unit Four questions A6, A8, B6
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PICTURE 7

UNIT FOUR GALLERY

Active participation in a democracy – more than just voting

Have you been to any sort of political meeting? Do you watch the stories about
Parliament on the TV news or read about politics in the newspapers?

PICTURE 8

See also Unit Four questions A7, B7

Petitions

Will a petition be accepted with only one signature? What rules must be followed to
make a petition valid?

See also Unit Four question B8
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PICTURE 9

UNIT FOUR GALLERY

Who knows about you and how much do they know?

PICTURE 10

These days, most organisations (not just governments) have a privacy policy, based
on the Information Privacy Act 2000.
Have you read your education centre’s policy on privacy?

Governments in partnership with others

What does the abbreviation PPP stand for?
Projects: sometimes popular, sometimes problematic, and sometimes… punctual!

See also Unit Four question B10
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Reading the pictures

The first five questions ask you to look at five pictures in the Unit Four Gallery

Question A1

This question gives you experience in interpreting maps. The map in Picture 1
shows information to do with voting at election time.
First, however, you need some background information.
Victoria is divided into eight electoral regions. Voters in each region elect five
MPs to the Upper House (the Legislative Council). Each region is also made up
of a number of electoral districts. Voters in each district elect one MP to the
Lower House (the Legislative Assembly).
In summary:		
				Electoral Region = Upper House
				
Electoral District = Lower House
Look at Picture 1 which shows the five electoral regions in Victoria.

a How many electoral districts are included in this electoral region?
						Five
						Seven
						Nine
						Eleven

b

This picture looks at a region which covers metropolitan Victoria. Would
you expect there to be the same number of districts in each of the three regions
in the country areas of Victoria?
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Question A2

Look at Picture 2 which shows two posters, including a poster of the people who
were elected as Members of Parliament in the Victorian Legislative Assembly
elections in November 2014.
This poster of Lower House MPs was sent in 2015 to all adult education centres
and TAFE colleges. At the same time, a poster of MPs elected to the Upper House,
a poster showing electorate maps and a poster showing MPs born overseas were
also sent (free) to your centre.
Try to find out where those posters have been stored. They will be useful for
answering some of the other questions in this program.

Question A3

Some of the political parties in the 2014 state election are shown in Picture 3.
Name four of those parties.

Question A4

Look at Picture 4: a ballot paper with a square beside the name of each candidate
for a Lower House electorate.

a Voters use the squares to show how they want to vote.

But if a person puts
crosses (not numbers) on the voting paper, is the vote formal or informal ?

b Does an informal vote count towards the results?

YES

NO

Question A5

Look at Picture 5: information to do with the Freedom of Information Act.
What is the main purpose of this law? Tick one suggestion below.
Citizens can get access to most public information held by the government
People can get access to information without having to pay any money
People can get information about their rights on political freedom in Victoria
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Reading the pictures…and
a book
Questions 6 - 8 refer to some of the same five pictures but students could look for
further information in the 34-page book Inside the Parliament of Victoria and on
the website www.parliament.vic.gov.au

Question A6

Can you find out the name (and contact information) of your Lower House
MP? There are several ways to look for this information, including a web-based
search, a search of a phone book, or even a walk around your local shopping
centre in search of the electorate office. There are people to ask about this, too.
• Which way works best for you?
• In this modern world of changing technology, do you need internet searching

skills to find information about your MP?

a

If you use the Parliament of Victoria website you can get the necessary
information if you make several clicks and key in your postcode.
			www.parliament.vic.gov.au
			
> Find a Member of Parliament

.......and then type in your suburb or postcode.

b

If you use the phone book, look in the ‘Government’ section of the White
Pages but beware: the listing does not tell you the boundaries of the electorates!

c

You can find out the names of your electorates (Upper and Lower House)
from the Victorian Electoral Commission website as follows:

				www.vec.vic.gov.au

You still need to use other resources to find the name of your MPs.
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Question A7

“

Victoria is the home of the secret ballot....Initially
the secret ballot was known overseas as the
Australian or Victorian ballot.
Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 23

“

Probably all people agree that the ‘secret ballot’ is a significant feature of
democracy at work in a system of representative government. And there are
other features of parliamentary government that are supported by most people.
For example, under certain circumstances in Victoria, you can vote by post or in
another electorate. (See Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Page 23).
However, not everyone agrees that voting should be compulsory.
Several arguments have been taken out of articles written for or against
compulsory voting. Which numbers are arguments for and which numbers are
arguments against?
Can you think up better arguments?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

You should leave voting to people who are interested in it
Compulsory voting makes it harder for people to buy votes with money
Compulsory voting is an infringement of free speech and civil liberties
Compulsory voting helps to reduce the cost of elections because there is no need to
persuade people to turn up at the polls
Compulsory voting leads to unthinking contributions from people who are not well
informed about things that really matter
The people most likely not to vote are those people who are disadvantaged and are less
aware of their rights
Many decisions made by governments concern only activist minorities and are not
relevant to others
If voting is compulsory the government has to ensure that polling facilities are available
for all voters, no matter how remote their location
In US presidential elections, it has been common for only about 50% of eligible voters
to actually vote
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Question A8
If an MP spends 30 hours one week inside Parliament House, 18 hours working
at the electorate office, and another 12 hours on representative work within the
community, calculate the following figures:

a What percentage of working time is spent at Parliament House?
		

30% 		

40%		

50% 		

60%

b

In the following week, if the same MP doubles the number of hours spent
in the community, spends the same time in the electorate office but ten fewer
hours at Parliament House, how long was this second working week?

c

What do you think should be the percentage of time spent by an MP in a
week when Parliament is sitting? Your answer must total 100%.
						.......... In Parliament House
						
.......... In the electorate office
						.......... Within the community
				
_____
						100%

d Give at least one reason for your allocation of time in an MP’s working week.
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Language and numeracy
practice Some more traditional activities
Question A9 Word Search

In the grid, find the words which fit into the gaps in these sentences
• At least one MP is elected for each E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• The abbreviation for Freedom of Information is _ _ _
• Most MPs are also members of a political _ _ _ _ _
• An elected MP should R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ T everyone in the electorate
• You vote by placing numbers in every square on the _ _ _ _ _ _ paper
• In a conscience vote, MPs vote according to the P _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S in which they believe
• A Public Private Partnership is called a _ _ _
• Universal suffrage is one feature of the system of government called D _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Y
• You can contact your elected representative at his or her electoral O _ _ _ _ _

A
P
P
P
L
E
E
M
N
O
S
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R
R
I
C
T
L
R
I
F
O
I

E
I
L
E
X
E
F
C
S
F
H

P
N
A
S
U
C
G
O
S
F
A

R
C
N
T
Z
T
K
U
E
I
M

E
I
D
E
M
O
C
R
A
C
Y

S
P
P
P
A
R
T
Y
B
E
E

E
L
P
P
B
A
L
L
O
T
R

N
E
O
W
E
T
L
L
O
Q
B

T
S
G
I
S
E
A
T
I
V
E
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Question A10
Words and parts of words – an
					introduction
Prefixes

A prefix comes at the beginning of some words.
There are two or three ways in which a prefix can change the meaning of a
word.
Here’s one example: if we add un to the beginning of some words, we finish up
with another word which has the opposite meaning...
The MP who won was happy with the results.
The MP who lost was unhappy with the results.
Choose the correct prefix to fill the gap in the second sentence in each sentence
pair below. Don’t use any prefix more than once!
			

Pre- 			

Post-			

Anti-

a

Before the day of the election, the TV had reported that support for the
Opposition had reached a climax. However, after the votes had been counted,
the Opposition had polled very badly which was a major _ _ _ _ climax for their
supporters.

b Some students are not interested in the past - they live for today and think

that what happened in the last ten years is historic information. In fact, these
same students would probably describe things which happened only 50 or 60
years ago as _ _ _ historic.

c The newspapers and the TV news had predicted a big win for the government

before the day of the election. However, the _ _ _ _ election results showed a
huge swing away from the government.
Parliament of Victoria Adult Literacy & Numeracy Program
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UNIT FOUR PART A

Question A11

A prefix comes at the beginning of a word – where do you think you would find
a suffix?
A suffix at the end of a word can suggest what a word might mean. It can also
help people with correct spelling!

a As a spelling exercise, place each word in the appropriate suffix group.

Some
words will be new to you. You should finish up with four groups and there will
be two words in each group.
		

Democracy		

Communism

Government		

Mechanism			

		

Document 		

Representation

Autocracy		

Legislation		

-ment

- ation

- cracy

b Place the following words into the appropriate boxes below.

- ism

There could be

some disagreement about one or two answers!
Democracy

Document		

Legislation		

Socialism Government

Words to do with the administration of Words to do with political theories and
parliament and government
ideas
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Question A12

Numeracy

The Mace was stolen from the Legislative Assembly in 1891. It has never been
found.

“

...In 1901, the Assembly took delivery of a new
Mace, five foot long...painted so that it looked as if
it was made from solid gold...

“

Adapted from Wright, R: Who Stole the Mace, Page 27

Approximately, how long is the Mace in metric measurement?
			
0.5m		
2m		
5m

Question A13

Numeracy

a Have you listened to a 30-minute speech? It might seem like a long time.
If you were asked to give a three-minute speech to your class so that you could
argue in favour of a new program for your class, then THREE minutes might
seem like a long time to you. Or a very short time!
Is it a long time? How many arguments could you include in three minutes?
How much background information would you need to include?
On the other hand, think of how many arguments you could include in thirty
minutes. Would there be a danger that you have moved into ‘information
overload’?

b Match the times (in minutes) with the appropriate fraction of an hour.
			

45 minutes

¼ hr [_ _ minutes]		

20 minutes

15 minutes

¾ hr [_ _ minutes]		

1/3 hr [_ _ minutes]
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UNIT FOUR PART B

Reading the pictures...and
beyond
Questions B1 to B5 require access to the pictures in the Unit Four Gallery but
sometimes students will need to share their general knowledge and check details
in other resources such as:
the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria
the website www.parliament.vic.gov.au
the large-scale posters of MPs, and
Free copies of these resources have been sent to all schools, public libraries, TAFE
institutes and adult education centres in Victoria. Additional copies can be obtained
through the Education Zone of the Parliament website.

Question B1

Look carefully at Picture 1...you can see that some of the electorates differ in
size. Why are they different?

Question B2
At various times in this program, you will be asked to look at different websites.
For example, to get more information about voting in elections in Victoria, you
would look at
				www.vec.vic.gov.au

which is the website for the Victorian Electoral Commission.
If you looked at this site now, you could see the following information:
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UNIT FOUR PART B
Lower House Districts
There are 88 electoral districts in Victoria.
A district is an electorate represented by a member of the Legislative Assembly
(Lower House). Each district has approximately 37,000 electors.
For this question, we shall assume that the following results are from an election
which took place in an electorate of the Lower House.
We shall also assume that, after the first preferences had been distributed, the
following results were counted:
Candidate A had 18,000 votes
Candidate B had 12,000 votes
Candidate C had 7,000 votes

a In theory:
• Can Candidate C still win?
• Can Candidate B still win?
• If so, how?

b Do you expect your MP to help you on a particular issue even if you voted for
the other candidate at the recent election?

Question B3
a Look carefully at Picture 3 and determine which three colours are most used

in the party symbols.
		

Green		

Blue		

Red		

Yellow

b

A more general question: do you associate any particular colour with any
particular characteristics relating to politics?

c What is meant by the expression conscience vote?
d What is meant by the words pressure groups and lobbying?
Parliament of Victoria Adult Literacy & Numeracy Program
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UNIT FOUR PART B

Question B4
a Which day of the week is polling day?
b Look at Picture 4 and decide if voting is compulsory, then check Page 23 of
the book Inside the Parliament of Victoria to answer (c).

c A couple of students in your class will be away during the next election but

they are keen to vote. How can they organise this?

Question B5
Look at Picture 5 and the way in which the principle of Freedom of Information
has been changed into official law in Victoria.
Could people go too far in their attempts to use Freedom of Information?
If so, how ‘far’ is ‘too far’? Who decides on what is meant by ‘too far’?

Question B6
a Picture 6 gives an idea about the working life of a Member of Parliament.
Do MPs spend every working day only at Parliament House?
					YES 			NO

b

On sitting days, MPs will spend some time in their offices at Parliament
House, not just in the Chambers where a debate might be continuing.
If there is going to be a vote in the Chamber, how are the MPs summoned from
their offices?
Tick the correct two:
The Premier and Leader of the Opposition visit the offices of MPs
Bells are rung
Lights flash
Security staff members find them
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Question B7
There is some discussion about whether or not prisoners in jail should be allowed
to vote.
What do you think?

Question B8
What do you think would make you sign a petition?

Question B9
Does the educational organisation where you are a student provide an accessible
Privacy Policy?

Question B10
Why are many governments these days interested in PPP projects?

Question B11
The State elections in Victoria are held every [ ] years
[ 1 ]		

[ 2 ]		

[ 3 ]		

[ 4 ]		

[ 5 ] years

Therefore, the next State election in Victoria will be in the year ___________

Question B12
Most MPs will have other jobs to do as part of their responsibility to parliament.
For example, many will be members of at least one Committee which
...investigate and report on matters on behalf of Parliament...”
Adapted from Inside the Parliament of Victoria, Pages 26-27

Four committees are listed below. At any one time, there are likely to be at least
twenty committees at work.
Law Reform, Road and Community Safety Committee
Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills Committee
Standing Orders Committee
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
From the list above, which Committee is probably going to be most interested
in adult education?
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Question B13
There is a saying: Use it or lose it.
In a democracy, this means that both MPs and citizens must participate for the
system to work.

a As a Victorian, what part do you play in keeping our system of democracy

operating effectively?

b What role does the Opposition play in a democracy?
c An Opposition party nominates shadow ministers;

‘shadow’ ministers?

why are they called

Question B14
Sometimes, legislation is changed to bring it up to date. Look at Picture 9. What
was the most recent year in which the Information Privacy Act was amended?
To answer this question, you could search Victorian legislation at
		

www.legislation.vic.gov.au

		

> Click on Victorian Law Today

		

> search the acts with the keyword ‘privacy’

		
> Look for the legislation entitled ‘Information Privacy Act’
								(Document 37, as at September 2015)

Question B15
You will sometimes hear discussion about a Bill of Rights in modern society.
This question asks you to research this topic so that you can join in discussion
more confidently.
Victoria was the first Australian state to pass legislation which provides formal
protection of human rights with a Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities.
This legislation was passed by the Parliament of Victoria in July 2006.
Visit the website
		

humanrightscommission.vic.gov.au

			

> Human Rights

			

> Click on the link to the Charter at the bottom of the page
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Below are four categories of reasons why we need the charter. Write the word
educational, legal, symbolic, or political beside the appropriate reason.
Why do we need the charter? The charter is important for a number of reasons:
_ _ _ _ _ It adds further protection to existing state laws, and ‘new’ rights, for
example, protection against cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ It makes certain that the State Government is strong and
clear in recognising the role of human rights when making laws and delivering
services
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ It makes the public more informed about human rights
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ It is a statement of values and principles for the people of Victoria

Question B16

The media have, in recent times, used the following expressions when talking
about the process of good government in a democratic society. It can be helpful
to know these sorts of expressions when discussing parliamentary government.
Write in the numbers to match the meanings with the appropriate expression.
1. Pecuniary interest
2. Good governance
3. Whistleblower Act
4. Ombudsman
5. Auditor General

		

An official whose job is to look into people’s complaints against the		
government or public servants
Efficient and honest processes of governing a community

		

Legislation that protects a person who formally reports improper 		
conduct by public officers or public organisations
A matter in which an MP has a financial interest

		
		

The officer who inspects government accounts and reports to the		
Parliament on whether they show that money is handled correctly, 		
effectively and legally
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Question B17

Read the following story which could have been adapted from recent newspaper
reports!
What is the meaning of the phrase “commercial-in-confidence”?
The XYZ Company refused to tell journalists about
the details of the contract they had signed with the
Government. In the same way, the Minister said that
the contract had many parts which could not be revealed
to the public because they contained information which
was classified as commercial-in-confidence.

Question B18

Petitions ... and mathematics

Fill in the correct words in the gaps in the following four sentences. Two possible
answers are supplied for each gap.
• One petition in Victoria has become very famous. In Victoria, women got the

right to vote more than a century ago, that is, more than [100 / 10] years ago.
• This decision had been influenced over many years by many different forms

of protest, petition and politics.
• One petition in 1891 collected nearly 30K signatures, that is, nearly [3000 /

30000] signatures from women.
• The original petition, which took three people three hours to unroll, was

approximately 260m long, which is about [ ¼ / ½ ] of one kilometre in
length.
Many people called this long petition the ‘Monster Petition’.
In what circumstances would you sign a petition?
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For questions B12 and B13, students may prefer to work as members of a group.

Question 19

A hypothetical situation: you wish to obtain background information about
a decision by a state government authority to change the plans to extend the
railway to your outer suburban area....but you have been denied access to the
reasons for that decision.
You want to appeal to the Ombudsman against the ruling that you cannot have
access.
• What is meant by the expression a hypothetical situation?

Pretend that you are a member of a group of interested citizens developing a
request under Freedom of Information to see the planning information.
• Plan this request by making a list of the information which you seek or

arguments that should help your application:
1. One sentence which describes what information you want
2. One sentence which explains how the changes to the railway affects you and

your colleagues
3. One sentence which explains why (in principle) you should all be allowed to

be shown this information
4. One sentence in which you summarise the Freedom of Information Act

(which is introduced in Picture 5)
Hint: you can find information about the Freedom of Information Act at
				www.foi.vic.gov.au .
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Question B20
A second project for group
					work
In recent years, there has been public discussion and a lot of debate about a
citizenship test given to migrants who want to become citizens of Australia.
There may be changes in the type of information that people must know if they
hope to pass the test.
You can check the federal Department of Immigration and Citizenship website at
				www.citizenship.gov.au

to find out the latest news about what is happening to the citizenship test.
Some of the following practice questions test your general knowledge about
Australia and Victoria, although one or two questions might ask you about
things which seem not so important. What do you think?

a Which colours are represented on the Australian flag?
1. Green and yellow		
3. Blue, red and white		

2. Red, black and yellow
4. Orange and purple		

b The capital of Australia is
1. Sydney				
3. Canberra				

2. Melbourne			
4. Surfers Paradise		

c Indigenous people have lived in Australia for
1. At least 40,000 years		
3. About 800 years		
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2. About 8,000 years		
4. Less than 400 years		
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d Where did the first European settlers to Australia come from?
1. Spain				
3. England				

2. France				
4. Ireland				

e What is Australia’s biggest river system?
1. The Murray-Darling		
3. The Yarra				

2. The Murrumbidgee		
4. The Mississippi		

f The second biggest city in Victoria is
1. Ballarat				
3. Bendigo				

2. Geelong				
4. Melbourne			

g In which part of Australia is the state of Victoria?
1. The north-east			
3. The north-west			

2. The south-west		
4. The south-east			

h How high are the tallest mountains in Victoria?
1. 200 m high			
3. 1000m high			

Approximately

2. 500m high			
4. 2000m high			
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UNIT 5

Project Management and Applied Learning

A visit to your centre, or your
classroom, by an MP as guest
speaker
Select only those questions which are relevant to students
in your current group
Several questions in Part B are similar to those in Part A
Activities vary from easy to difficult; some questions have right (or
wrong!) answers while others seek an open-ended response
This unit invites students to become involved in managing a small events project: a
hypothetical visit by an MP to the classroom during which the MP is invited to:
•

Talk with students about what it means to be an MP

•

Launch a significant project undertaken by the students, for example, a market
garden, or an oral history project with the local historical society, or something
relevant to your local area

In Part B of this unit, students design a background display which will turn the classroom
into a special place for the launch ceremony.
See also Unit Two of the Applied Learning (VCAL & CGEA) Program on the Adult Eduation
page in the Education Zone on parliament’s website.
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PICTURE 1

UNIT FIVE GALLERY

Contacting your MP with an invitation to visit your class
						
							
					

PHONE

LETTER
									

EMAIL

					 FACE TO FACE

PICTURE 2

Which method of contact best suits you and your program?

A letter of invitation
(a) Dear _______________ ,
Would you like to come and talk to us about what happens in Parliament?
We have been learning about government during this year and what happens at Parliament House and it all
seems pretty interesting...
(b) Dear _______________ ,
We are students in a classroom group which has been studying parliamentary government
in Victoria during this year.
Our adult education study has focussed on local representation and therefore we would be very pleased if you
would visit us and…

Who writes the letter? What type of letter will it be: (a) or (b)? Why?
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PICTURE 3

UNIT FIVE GALLERY
The agenda

Proposed agenda for the visit to the centre by The Honorable A.
B. Jones, MLA, who has been invited to present a talk to students
about parliamentary government and then to launch this year’s
student market garden project.  
The local media have been notified!

(a)

Concluding remarks and final thank you to visitor and all in attendance

(b)

Students welcome the visiting MP

(c)

Final remarks by MP and launch of the students’ market garden project

(d)

Refreshments after the event and informal conversation

(e)

Introductory remarks and talk by MP

Assume that your local MP has come to launch the results of your student project,
and to talk with all the students about what happens in Parliament.
Unfortunately, the agenda on the computer has been mixed up...
What items should be first on the agenda, second, and so on?
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PICTURE 4

UNIT FIVE GALLERY

A background display in the classroom for a visit by an MP

PICTURE 5

Political cartoons in a display
Design your own display by choosing political cartoons from the newspapers

A background display in the classroom for a visit by an MP

The local electorate and representatives
Statistics about the MP’s last election victory
Local demographic information plus map
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UNIT FIVE PART A

Reading the pictures
The first three questions ask you to look at three pictures in the Unit Five Gallery.

Question A1

Discuss the following task which is based on Picture 1. Assume that you have
been chosen to contact your MP with an invitation to visit the class.
• Which method of communication (or which methods) would you want to

use?
• Which method(s) of communication would best suit your education
organisation?
• Which method(s) of communication would best suit the MP’s electorate
office?
• If there are any differences in the method(s) chosen in these three different
situations, what are the reasons for those differences?

Question A2

Look at Picture 2. Once you have selected the type of letter which is more
appropriate, work together to draft a complete invitation. You need to do some
background research and make some decisions before you can complete this
letter of invitation. For example, you could include:
• The name and address of your MP
• Reason for the invitation
• A couple of suggested times and dates for the visit
• Clear instructions about the location
• Evidence that this invitation has been authorised by the education centre

where you study
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Question A3

Picture 3 asks you to reassemble the mixed-up agenda for the special event with
the local MP as guest of honour.
• Complete an appropriate draft agenda from the jumble!
• What other organisational details should be considered by the class?
• If you wanted to get a story about this visit by the MP into the local newspaper,

how could you organise it?

Question A4

Prepare two questions about Parliament to put to the MP after the talk has
finished.

Question A5

Assume that the Legislative Assembly MP is unable to attend the event (the
talk, and the ‘launch’ of the project). Who else from the Parliament could you
invite?

Question A6 Numeracy

Question time: Let’s say the guest speaker visited your class and stayed for one
hour.
If...
• Introductions and the final ‘thank you’ for the event took 10 minutes
• The guest speaker talked for 30 minutes
• Then five students asked one question
• Each question took the same number of minutes
• In total, the responses made by the guest speaker took 15 minutes
...how many minutes were available for each question from a student?
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Reading the pictures

Some of the pictures which students include in the background display might be
chosen from the free resources sent to all schools, public libraries, TAFE institutes
and adult education centres in Victoria. Those resources include:
•
The book Inside the Parliament of Victoria
•
The three large-scale posters of Victorian MPs and the poster of Victorian
electorates
Other useful sources of pictures for a public display include the daily newspapers
and weekly magazines, brochures available at Parliament House, and many
websites, including: www.parliament.vic.gov.au and those of the Victorian
Electoral Commission and the Australian Bureau of Statistics. References to other
sources of pictures are included throughout Units 1 to 4 of this program.

Question B1
Picture 4 is an example of the type of illustration that you could include in your
display. What else might you use?
Here are some ideas:

a Political cartoons – perhaps you can find one which is relevant to your guest speaker!
b A description of the local community (population, age profile, and so on)
c Information about local parliamentary representatives (including the guest speaker)
Would you use the following suggestions – or something very different?
• Develop a title for the display which describes the difference between comic

strips and political cartoons
• A couple of examples from recent newspapers can illustrate this difference
• Add three newspaper political cartoons and label them Cartoon 1, 2 and 3
• Next, add three student descriptions (which summarise the message within

each cartoon) somewhere else on the display and label them A, B and C
• Finally, develop a test question for visitors, and other students, in which they

have to match ‘cartoon number 1, 2 or 3’ with ‘cartoon description A, B or C’
• Remember to include information about the source of each display item and

the way in which copyright regulations have been followed.
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Question B2
Look at Picture 5 and then practise your online research skills by finding
information to include in a display about the local area.
For example:
Who are your Members of Parliament (Commonwealth and State Government)?
Try: www.parliament.vic.gov.au
Who are your local government representatives?
Try:

the website of your local government

How many candidates stood for election in your electorate at the last State
election? How many votes did they each receive and who was eliminated?
Try:

www.vec.vic.gov.au

What can you find out about your local area for a display – population, age
profile, industry, important historical events, history of the area over many
thousands of years, possible future developments, and so on
Try:

the local government website, as well as www.abs.gov.au

This third research task is not as straightforward as the first two!
A lot of attractive and informative pictorial material can be obtained through
these websites. You could also visit the local government offices, the public
library, the local historical society, and so on.
If any students in your class have visited and photographed the places mentioned
above, including Parliament and the local government offices, you could add
their photos to your display.
Several considerations when designing a display
• “Less is More”
• Can people read the captions? What font size do you suggest?
• Is it important to have at least a few coloured pictures?
• How big is the budget for the event itself and for the development of

background displays?
• Will your display be safe from damage?
• Could students in the following year use your display as a learning resource?
• Will your display push any particular set of values and attitudes?
Parliament of Victoria Adult Literacy & Numeracy Program
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For questions B3 and B4, students should work as members of a group.

Question B3
Develop a timeline as part of the display. This timeline could show changes in
the local area which have occurred recently or over many years.
There are several timelines which can be viewed online which could provide
ideas on how to develop your own timeline…and provide helpful historical
detail.
Try:
www.parliament.vic.gov.au/
Education Zone> Westminster to Spring Street timeline

This is a timeline of Victorian history, including the development of Parliament
and society.

Question B4		

A question about statistics

Throughout this program, students have been encouraged to look at statistical
information concerning populations in Australia. How confident are you in
making use of statistical information and linking the statistics with your general
knowledge?
Question part (a) provides practice in using statistics to think about the size and
importance of the states and territories which make up the Commonwealth of
Australia
Question part (b) provides some practice in mathematics based upon changes in
Australia’s population.
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a States and Territories

Step One
Write the names of the capital cities in the correct box, using this list:
						
Adelaide
						
Brisbane
						
Canberra
						
Darwin
						
Hobart
						
Melbourne
						Perth
						
Sydney
Then read the population and area statistics to answer the questions in Steps 2
to 5.

State or Territory

Capital city

Approx State/
Territory
Population late2014

Area in sq
km (approx)

388,000

2,400

Australian Capital
Territory

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _*

New South Wales

______

7,566,000

809,400

Northern Territory

______

244,000

1,420,900

Queensland

________

4,751,000

1,852,600

South Australia

________

1,692,000

1,043,500

515,000

90,700

_________

5,866,000

237,629

_____

2,581,000

2,645,600

Tasmania

______

Victoria
Western Australia

* This city is also the capital of Australia!
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Step Two
Write one list of States and Territories in order of population size (biggest
number first) and then write a separate list in order of area (largest size first).
Step 3
Are the two lists you compiled in Step 2 similar in any way?
Step 4
Write one more list according to your opinion of the three most important
States or Territories (most important first). Each group member should write
their own list.
Step 5
Next, compare the lists of most important States and Territories. What reasons
did people give for deciding that one is more important than another…what
criteria did they use?
Step 6
How are these differences in size and importance likely to affect the working
responsibilities of an elected Member of Parliament?
Step 7
Finally, check the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) website at:
					www.abs.gov.au

where the demographic information in part (b) below is just one of many types
of information you can find.
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b Changes in Australia’s population: births, deaths,
migration

From the website www.abs.gov.au:
“On 27 August 2015 at 12:09:08 (Canberra time), the resident population of
Australia was projected to be 23,877,469.
Where does this figure come from? It comes from the estimated resident
population at 31 December 2014 plus:
(a) One birth every 1 minute and 45 seconds
(b) One death every 3 minutes and 25 seconds
(c) A net gain of one international migrant every 2 minutes and 12 seconds...
...leading to an overall total population increase of one person every 1 minute
and 22 seconds…”

Questions:
What time is 12:09:08?
			

Just after midnight

			

Just after noon

This time 12:09:08 is given for Canberra. What is the equivalent time in January
in Melbourne and Perth if only Melbourne has daylight savings?
			Melbourne _____________
			Perth		_____________
How many births and how many deaths occur each 24 hours?
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SUMMARY
A Thumbnail Sketch of the Adult Literacy and Numeracy Program

Parliamentary government in Victoria
• There are three levels of government in Australia
• There are two Houses in the Parliament of Victoria’s system of
representative government
• An important democratic principle is that
one person = one vote

To help you remember these three topics, think about the
numbers

3 2 1
What you will be asked to do in this program:
•
•
•

Read some pictures and activity sheets while answering a few questions
Take an online tour of Parliament House in Melbourne
Use the internet to find the names of your Members of Parliament
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PICTURE 1

SUMMARY GALLERY

AUSTRALIA’S
THREE
LEVELS OF
GOVERNMENT
Local: town, borough,
shire, city

Scale

Nation

State

Crown
Representative

Governor-General

Governor

Law

Commonwealth/
Federal

State

Building regulations

Leader

Prime Minister

Premier

Mayor

Revenue

Taxes

Taxes
Federal grants

Rates
State & Federal grants

Health

Funding
Medicare
Drug control

Public hospitals
Nursing services

Meals-on-Wheels
Garbage collection

Education

Funding
Post-secondary

Funding
Primary & secondary

Childcare

Transport

Highways
Railways
Airports
Air safety

Railways and buses
Roads

Footpaths
Street signs

Other

Foreign Affairs
Immigration
Pensions
Post
Arts

Police
Fire Brigade
Environment

Libraries
Pets

-

Three levels of government in Australia

See also Summary chapter question 1
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PICTURE 2

SUMMARY GALLERY

Which level of government operates this service?

PICTURE 3

See also Summary chapter question 2

Go to www.parliament.vic.gov.au/virtualtour

To begin your virtual tour…

See also Summary chapter questions 3-10
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SUMMARY GALLERY

The original plans for Parliament House...but something is different...?

PICTURE 5

See also Summary chapter question 4

Queen’s Hall, the Legislative Assembly chamber, the Legislative Council chamber

See also Summary chapter questions 5, 6 and 7
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PICTURE 6

SUMMARY GALLERY

		 Explanation 1		

Explanation 2

Many of our
Parliamentary traditions
come from England.
Local people there
would hold their public
meetings on a green field
in the villages called the
common.

Red dye in cloth was
very expensive in ancient
Rome and Athens and so
red colors were worn only
by wealthy or powerful
people.  However,
green coloring was not
expensive.

Lower House and Upper House carpet colours - why?

PICTURE 7

See also Summary chapter questions 6 and 7

Question Time in the Lower House

See also Summary chapter question 8
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SUMMARY GALLERY

Electorates (Lower House and Upper House) – but which is which?

See also Summary chapter question 9
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Questions

• The questions are about the pictures in the Gallery…perhaps they can be
displayed on the wall or on an electronic whiteboard
• Write your answers on your answer handout sheets while looking at the display
• Some questions have factual answers but others depend on your interpretation
or your opinion

Read the eight pictures while you answer
questions 1 to 8
Question 1
Look at Picture 1.

a Which level of government is responsible for the police, the public hospitals
and the fire brigade?

b Which level of government is responsible for sending military forces overseas?
(You might have to research elsewhere to find this answer.)

c Which level of government is responsible for the public library in the local
shopping centre?

d

Which level of government is responsible for your driving licence, and for
car registration? Is this information provided in Picture 1 or do you depend on
your own general knowledge?

Question 2
Look at Picture 2.

a

Which level of government operates this service? What part of the picture
gives a clue to the answer?

b

Are postal services in the USA provided by government or by private
companies?
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Question 3
Look at Picture 3. Sometimes people cannot visit Parliament House in Melbourne
for a tour. However, a virtual tour is available! Picture 3 shows the homepage
of this online tour.

a What is the web address of the site where you take the virtual tour?

Question 4
Look at Picture 4, which shows the original design of Victoria’s Parliament
House from more than 150 years ago.

a Which part of the design has never been completed?
b Why not?

Question 5
Look at Picture 5, which shows three rooms in Parliament House that you will
visit during the online tour.
One room you visit is called Queen’s Hall....after which Queen? Tick one box.
(Clue: Parliament House was built more than 150 years ago.)
				

Queen Elizabeth I

				

Queen Elizabeth II

				

Queen Victoria

Question 6
The Parliament in Victoria is a bicameral system; this means there are two
chambers: one for the Legislative Assembly and one for the Legislative Council.
What is the color of the carpet in each chamber – green or red?

Color of carpet

Name

The Legislative Assembly
The Legislative Council

Also known as…

....The Lower House
....The Upper House
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Question 7
There are red and green carpets in many Parliaments around the world. Picture
6 shows two explanations for the choice of these colours.
Are these explanations convincing? Give each explanation a score from one to
three:
			

1 = not convincing

2 = perhaps

					

Explanation One

					

Explanation Two

3 = very convincing

Question 8
Picture 7 shows an important tradition which helps to make our system of
government democratic.
The picture shows Question Time in the Victorian Parliament. The tradition
of Question Time is an important way for governments (usually Ministers) to be
made accountable to the people and to explain their decisions in public.
In other words, what happens during Question Time? Tick one box:
The Government can ask the Opposition to explain how they would run
		

the state
The Opposition can ask the Government to explain their decisions to the

		

public

Question 9
Picture 8 looks at electorates. An electorate is an area of the city or the country
in which the people are represented by one or more Members of Parliament
(MPs).

a A Lower House electorate is called a District.
There are 88 Districts for Victoria’s Parliament.
Only one Member of Parliament is elected to each District.
How many MPs in total across all of Victoria are elected to the Lower House?
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b An Upper House electorate is called a region.
There are 8 regions in Victoria.
In total, there are 40 MPs elected to the Legislative Council, the Upper House.
How many MPs are elected in any one region?

c Look again at Picture 8.

Which is bigger in area?

				

A Lower House district

				

An Upper House region

For the next two questions you need to work online

Question 10
Go on a virtual tour of Parliament House:
Visit www.parliament.vic.gov.au
a

Click on Visit Parliament

a

Click on Virtual Tour

a
		

Click on the different rooms and check how to use the points of interest
and the floor plan, shown at the bottom of the page

a

Look for the following rooms and tick each box when you find them.
The Front FaçadeaYou enter the building from the Front Façade
The VestibuleaThe first room you go into is the Vestibule
Queen’s HallaPaintings of former Premiers hang on the wall here

The Legislative Council aThe Council is called the ‘House of Review’.
						
Why?
The Legislative AssemblyaThe Premier must be an MP in the Lower House.
The Library aNot just books here; what else would MPs find?
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Question 11
Who are your State Government Members of Parliament?
Every person in Victoria is represented by:
		

One MP in the Legislative Assembly, and

		

Five MPs in the Legislative Council.

Go online to find out information about your State Government Members of
Parliament.
In the tables, write down their names and the political parties they come from.
Some MPs in your electorate might be Independent members.
Visit www.parliament.vic.gov.au
aClick on Find Your Electorate
aKey in the name of your suburb or postcode (top right hand of screen)
aKey in further details if necessary
Use the information to complete the following tables:
Your MP in the Legislative Assembly represents the District of ...........................
Name of your MP in the Lower House

Political Party or Independent?

Your MPs in the Legislative Council represent the Region of ..............................
Names of your MPs in the Upper House

Political Party or Independent?

Four posters which show Members of the Parliament of Victoria and electorates
have been sent to every adult education centre, public library and TAFE institute.
• Find those posters
• Find your MPs (in both the Lower House and the Upper House)
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Question 12		

Word Search

Use the words below to fill the gaps in the clues, then find the words in the grid.
• The three levels of government in Australia are federal, _ _ _ _ _ and local government
• The major public building in Spring Street is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ House
• When a government works towards new legislation, it will introduce a new b _ _ _
• There are two chambers, one for the Upper House and one for the _ _ _ _ _ House
• The carpet colour in the Legislative Assembly is _ _ _ _ _
• There are two Houses of Parliament therefore it is called a b _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ system
• In 1908, _ _ _ _ _ won the right to vote in Victorian state elections?
• The letters MP are an abbreviation for the word _ _ _ _ _ _ of Parliament
• The head of the government in State Parliament is called the _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Question 13 Words, sounds and spelling
Fill in the gap with the correct choice of words.
(write / right)

The Speaker facing the Parliament has the Government on her (or his) ….....
-hand side.
Many of the students want to …....... notes as they listen to the tour guide at
Parliament House.
(break / brake)

The Government put the .............. on new projects when inflation became an
economic problem.
The new MP wanted to ……......... some of the traditions of parliament.
(steal / steel)

Someone decided to …..................... the Mace from Parliament House more than
100 years ago.
A temporary ............. barrier was used to cordon off Bourke Street for a protest
outside Parliament House.
(council / counsel)

The students decided that they would write a letter about car parking to their
local …...... .
A teacher had to .................... students who behaved badly during a tour of
Parliament House.
(talk / torque)

Students are allowed to ............. to each other during a tour of Parliament House.
Victorian laws limit the amount of ................. a P-plater’s car is allowed to have.
(poles / polls)

Many newspapers run daily ............ in which people vote YES/NO on current
issues.
If you look, you will see flags hanging on ...…. in front of Parliament House.
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Question 14 Two numeracy questions

Parliamentary government began in the Colony of Victoria when Parliament
House opened in 1856. How many years ago did we celebrate 150 years of
government in this state?
A candidate in the Lower House gets 40,000 votes but the rival candidate gets
only 10,000 votes. How many voters does that elected MP represent?
			

10,000		

40,000		

50,000

And don’t forget: an elected Member of Parliament represents all the people in
the electorate, not just the voters!

Question 15 Match-up
There are different types of abbreviations; we use them a lot. For example:
There was a lot of money spent on the promo for the new car
The student began to study at TAFE
Select the correct abbreviation from List Two and write it next to the appropriate
name in List One. One example is completed for you already.
List One
Victoria
Member of Parliament
Government a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Govt

Freedom of Information
Member of the Legislative Assembly
Member of the Legislative Council
Parliament
Public Private Partnership
List Two
MLC			

Govt			

MLA			

Parlt

Vic			

MP			

FoI			

PPP
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Question 16

Look at the picture of the Mace, a symbol of an important democratic tradition.

The Mace has a long symbolic connection with the struggle for parliamentary
government in England many hundreds of years ago. The king was very powerful
but, slowly, the people began to limit his power. As time went by, some kings
found it more and more difficult to control Parliament - although many kept
trying. People in Parliament needed protection - especially the Speaker!

a

Using this information, tick one box to show what job was done with the
Mace hundreds of years ago:

		
		

Protecting the King on the throne from the Speaker in Parliament
Protecting the Speaker in Parliament from the King on the throne

b

Read the following notice. What do you have to do to claim the $50,000
reward?
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Question 17a		

Word Search 1

What words fit into the gaps in these sentences? Look for them in the word
search. If you need some help, check the list of words underneath the grid.
• The first room visited in the tour of Parliament is the V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
• Melbourne is the capital city of the state of V _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
• The chamber in Parliament with the green carpet is the L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assembly.
Another word for the word ‘room’ where MPs attend Question Time is the
‘Ch _ _ _ _ _ ’.
Red carpet can be found in the U _ _ _ _ House.
Green carpet is used in the L _ _ _ _ House.
The Premier must be an MP in the Lower H _ _ _ _.
Another name for the Lower House is the Legislative A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
Another name for the Upper House is Legislative C _ _ _ _ _ _.
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Question 17b		

Word Search 2

What words fit into the gaps in these sentences? Find those words in the word
search below. If you need some assistance, look at the list of words underneath
the grid.
An MP represents an e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
The abbreviation for Freedom of Information is F _ _.
Most MPs are also members of a political p_ _ _ _.
An elected MP should r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ everyone in the electorate.
You vote by placing numbers in squares on the b _ _ _ _ _ paper.
In a conscience vote, MPs vote according to the p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ in which
they believe.
• A Public Private Partnership is called a P _ _.
• Universal suffrage is one feature of the system of government called a d _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _.
• You can contact the staff of your elected MP at the electorate o _ _ _ _ _.
•
•
•
•
•
•

M
P
P
P
W
E
E
M
P
O
S
ELECTORATE
PARTY
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Question 18

Members of Parliament work long hours which are spread across most days of
most weeks. However, an MP does not always work at Parliament House.

a Where else do MPs work?
b More information is available on the video and audio section of Parliament’s
website.
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Extension Questions
Question 19

Using the posters of Victorian MPs of the 58th Parliament (sent to all libraries,
schools, TAFE colleges and adult education centres), complete the following
exercises.

a How many MPs are women?
b How many MPs are men?
c What do you think are the reasons for the different numbers?
d

Investigate the website www.parliament.vic.gov.au or the book
Inside the Parliament of Victoria to find the year:
• That women first got the vote in Victorian parliamentary elections
• That the first woman was elected to the Parliament of Victoria

e Look at the poster which shows those Members of the 58

th

Victorian Parliament

who were born overseas.

• Write down the names of at least seven overseas countries in which MPs

were born.
• Were any MPs were born in the country which began the European settlement

of Australia more than 200 years ago?
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Question 20

In the first part of this program, you looked at Picture 1 and Picture 5 which show
the three levels of government in Australia and the two Houses of Parliament
(the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council).
MPs in these two Houses work together to pass laws for Victoria. Read the
following information and answer the questions below.

“

Most bills originate in the Legislative Assembly,
while the Legislative Council acts as a house of
review, providing the opportunity for Parliament to
consider them again.

All Government Ministers are Members of
Parliament and can come from either House, with
the exception of the Premier, who must come from
the Legislative Assembly.

“

Adapted from Inside the Parliament of Victoria

a What do you think is meant by the words house of review?
b The Premier must always be a Member of the Legislative ___________

Question 21

Look for a map with grid references which shows Melbourne (including
Parliament House).

a What is the grid reference of Parliament House?
b

Which public transport would you use in Melbourne to get to Parliament
House?
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Question 22
Look at the Parliament of Victoria website:
www.parliament.vic.gov.au
>Visit Parliament

How much does a tour cost?

Question 23

Pretend that it is your job to organise a visit to your class by your MP. You
prepare the agenda for this special day but, somehow, it gets mixed up on your
computer!
Write the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 inside the square brackets below [ ] to show
what should come first, what should happen after that, and so on.
AGENDA FOR THE VISIT OF AN MP
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

Concluding remarks and final thank-you to visitor and all in attendance
Students welcome the visiting MP who is introduced to the audience
Refreshments after the event, and informal conversation
MP describes the role of Parliament to the class

Question 24		 This question requires some
					preparation!
Cut out two political cartoons from recent daily newspapers. Write a summary
(just a few words) of the message given by each cartoon and then ask another
student to match each summary with the appropriate cartoon.

Question 25
In recent years, there has been a lot of negotiation between governments about
the problems of the Murray-Darling River system.
Name four governments involved in these negotiations.
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Question 26

Look at the optical illusion below...a confused picture!

a Does the fork have two prongs or three prongs?
b Government in Australia can also be confusing. For example, which level of
government is responsible for what?

Look at education. The State Government runs most of the schools and yet most
of the money for schools comes from the Federal Government. Local government
also gets involved in pre-school education.
• Do we have too many levels of government? Should we have two levels, not

three?
• If we had only two levels, which of the present levels would we do without?

What alternative changes might be possible?
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